MENCK stays with you through the life of your hammer system, offering a comprehensive care package for all MENCK pile driving equipment.
The harsh offshore environment requires precise planning, strong design and engineering know-how to produce robust and reliable equipment.

MENCK offers a full range of services around your hammer system and pile driving project to optimize installation efficiency.

Our service program goes above and beyond replacement parts and maintenance, offering complete care from pre-project consultation, specialized solutions and fleet management.

Our core philosophy is unprecedented customer service throughout the complete lifecycle of a pile driving project and hammer system, including:

- maintenance & repair
- upgrades
- spare parts
- on-site service technicians
- engineering services
- customer training
- fleet management

... and much more.
A Solid Foundation

With a long history and proven experience, MENCK stands for quality in offshore pile driving.
- pile driving since 1868
- offshore pile driving since 1968
- highly-skilled service technicians
- dedicated project management
- specialized technical knowledge
- large spare parts warehouse
- around the clock availability
- mobile workshops
- lifecycle monitoring

MENCK stands strong on a worldwide support network of highly-skilled staff and partnerships with our suppliers.

We offer full service starting from driveability & stickup studies through to pile adaption, follower design and installation, ending with maintenance and repairs.

With our toll free number 00 800-ASK-MENCK, a service representative is available to you 24/7.
A Competent Crew

Electrical & mechanical engineering, project management, maritime construction, training and experience.
We pride ourselves in the skill of our employees, who come from such diverse backgrounds as:

- maritime construction
- mechanical & hydraulic engineering
- software & hardware engineering
- complex system construction
- electrical engineering
- geology & geosciences – specifically subsea terrain

We have the technical know-how to design complex systems such as integrated in-hull power packs, deep-water pile driving components and customized solutions for your project.

MENCK service technicians are put through extensive in-house training and with our certification program you can trust that our people have extensive working knowledge to successfully and efficiently drive piles for your job.

Our competence in-house and in the field ensures unique and unbeatable service found no where else.
Complete Care

We are with you the whole way through; planning, design, installation, maintenance and more ...
You’ve purchased a hammer system, installed your piles and now what?

MENCK lifecycle and fleet management takes over the task of monitoring and taking care of your fleet. The MLM datalogger tracks all hammer activity, allowing for comprehensive analysis and detailed maintenance planning.

Fleet management ensures that your hammer system is ready for use when you need it. Tracking maintenance intervals, installation activity and down time, MENCK provides detailed plans on maintaining your fleet so that it is always ready for use.

We cover the whole scope of your hammer system, from managing downtime to performing maintenance and mobilization for your project. Your only worry is to let us know when your projects are approaching.

MENCK’s service plans ensure you are covered for the life of the hammer system.
Experience You Can Trust

140 years and counting – experience, excellence & quality.
We know offshore pile driving!

MENCK has a rich history in construction and pile driving dating back to 1868. Since the 1960’s we have specialized in offshore pile driving, making the sea our home.

The MENCK name is known for quality, ruggedness and reliability.

We have driven every type of piled foundation, from monopiles to jackets as well as conductors and specialized anchors, in thousands of pile installation jobs.

Our experience, skilled staff and expertise enables us to develop creative solutions for your piling project.

We’re here to help you.

Contact us for further information about our product offerings at +49 (0) 4191-911-0 or info@menck.com